User Guide and Assembly Instructions
ZONE CLASSIC
FRONT VIEW
Backrest can be pulled up and down. Raise the
backrest to the top position when you would
like to adjust it to the initial position

Press this button to
adjust the up and
down of the armrest

Pull up on this handle to
adjust the height of the seat.
Push handle inward to lock
chair from tilting back
Adjust tilt tension

The lock button can adjust
the armrest width

by twisting knob
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Parts and Hardware
Attention: Carefully check all parts according to the instructions before assembling. Please assemble carefully to avoid scratching surfaces, especially powder
coated surfaces.

Item

Parts

Qty.

Item

A

Back Assembly

1

I

B

Seat Assembly

1

J

C

Mechanism

1

K

D

Armrest L/R

1

L

E

Gas Lift

1

M

F

Base

1

G

Caster

5

H

Adjusted Width Button
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Parts
Inner Hexagon Screw
5/16” x 3/4”
Flat-head Inner Hexagon Screw
1/4” x 7/8”
Flat Pad
16 x 8.3 x 2.0mm
Wrench
M5 - 25 x 64
Dust Cover

Qty.
3

4

7

1

1
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1. Assembling the Caster & Base

2. Assembling the Base, Gas Lift & Dust Cover

3. Assembling the Seat Assembly & Mechanism

Insert five casters [G] into the base [F]. Push

Insert the gas lift [E] into the base [F], then put

Keep the seat assembly [B] on a table plane

hard until you feel or heard the caster snap into

the dust cover [M] on the gas lift.

first. Then insert the mechanism [C] into the seat

place.

assembly. Be sure all four holes are in the right
place, then fix the flat-head inner hexagon screw
[J] and flat pad [K] into the seat assembly by
wrench [L].

4. Assembling the Seat & Back

5. Assembling the Armrest & Seat

5. Assembling the Seat & Gas Lift

Keep the seat assembly [B] on a table plane

Insert the lower part of the armrest [D] into the

Insert the seat assembly [B] into the gas lift [E].

first, then insert the back assembly [A] into the

seat assembly [B] then lock it with the adjusted

seat assembly. Be sure all three holes are in the

width button [H].

right place, then fix the seat assembly with inner
hexagon screw [I] and flat pad [K] by wrench [L].
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Product Dimensions
Product Dimensions

24 - 27 in
Range of Motion

21 in

40 - 43 in

130°

6 - 9 in

19 - 23 in

21 in

ALL
WORKSTYLES
ALL
WELCOME
WORKSTYLES
WELCOME
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